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Many thanks.
Chris

Neighbourhood Plan
We now need to restart our work and plan the next stages.
Report back to all the parishioners, not just those who replied or attended our
open day, with a summary of each topic.This will be put on the parish website
with photographs, on the parish notice board and in the lde Times.

Therefore, could you please summarise the issues under your topic/s,
keeping it brief, to 150 words for each topic. You can use some of the text
from your displays, and I will return them plus all the original statements and
post-it notes. The 7 topics and an introduction, this should fil! a double page
in the lde Times, the November issue- deadline 20th Oct.

I will be reporting back to Teignbridge with our summaries as well as
photographs of the displays and some I took during the day.

We next need to focus on the crux of the NP which is primarily about
planning and development over the next 20 years. We need to decide hw
we go about this, how much help we might need, its format and other
examples will guide us in this aspect.

The next meeting, not likely to be too long, will be used to collate our
summaries and plan the future progress.Busy people that we are, l've
decided to structure times to make it easier for us to find suitable dates and
times.
Morning meetings-1Oam
Afternoon meetings-2pm
Evening meetings-7pm

Here are some dates
Thurs Znd October
Fri 3rd
Mon 6th
Fri 10th
Mon 13th

and times for you to consider.
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Email your preferences.


